Advanced
Productivity Suite

Advanced Productivity Suite is now available for purchase
and includes the following functionality:
FILE STORAGE
Is your organization buried in paper ﬁles? Wouldn't it
be easier to access lab documents, extra photos,
surrender forms and other ﬁles directly within
PetPoint, without the need to store a physical hard
copy? File Storage is your solution! Upload ﬁles of
various types (documents, PDF's, pictures, videos) and
attach them to a person, animal, agency, or operation
(intake, outcome and medical) record directly from
PetPoint. Once stored, ﬁles can be accessed anywhere
and anytime, allowing you to ditch those ﬁling cabinets
for good!

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
With this module, consumers and organization staﬀ are able to digitally sign on a tablet, smart phone,
touch pad or supported signature capture device and then store the contract or form in its entirety
within PetPoint. After the signature is captured, the contract or form can be easily emailed to the
person listed on the operation form.

MOBILE INVENTORY
Access PetPoint from your favorite tablet or
device to perform a variety of activities. Users can
perform animal location checks (including photo,
description, and daily to-do lists) and quickly view
a summary of each animal in your care. From
there, users can drill-down into animal details to
make changes, add photos (from camera enabled
devices), and update follow-ups for each animal.
In addition, animal location veriﬁcations can be
stored for historical reviews.

ADVANCED SCHEDULING
Basic scheduling includes a tabbed layout, embedded person and animal tabs, enhanced searching, and
supporting multiple animals on a scheduled appointment. Additional functionality includes a visual calendar
layout, supporting appointments for agencies, and allowing for custom calendar rules per appointment type
and subtype.
Advanced Scheduling builds on the basic functionality to include the ability to link operations (such as intake
and outcome) to the calendar. Each operation has the same custom calendar rules available in basic
scheduling. Conﬁguration options include the ability to deﬁne calendars based on time. Appointment
Reminders are automatically emailed to the clients based on the reminder setup for appointment type and
subtype.

For more information, pricing, or to schedule a demo please email
enterprise@petpoint.com or call 1-866-630-PETS (7387).
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